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When you're ready, explore my treasure trove of mandolin instructional videos and eBooks here: 4 decades to create, 12 years to assemble. All in one place. ©2018 Bradley Laird FREE EASY BEGINNER MANDOLIN CHORD CHART This is a set of basic beginner mandolin chords. Start here and when you teach them to go back and start learning to play
the other chord sets. Don't forget to watch the free videos on this page that show you how to play easy mandolin chords. Note: An X on a string means not playing that string. See Cm as an example. It's just a three-string shape. Of all the chords shown above the Em can be the most difficult if you have large fingers. Some people, who have trouble adapting
to the tip of the index finger and the middle finger in this small space, play using only the tip of the index finger. You have to rotate your wrist a little, moving so that your fingernail side is more square up to the frets, but you may find this easier. I also invite you to consider this series of video lessons for beginners. Thousands of people have learned to play
using these videos because they really work! In particular, since you are looking for easy mandolin chords take a look at early mandolin 4. I know he jumps ahead of my first 3 beginner lessons, but this is the lesson that teaches both two fingers and chop chord versions of a bunch of chords and gives you a good practice of slow jam play. Click on the image
below to read about them and watch free demos: Since you're here, and obviously want to play this mandolin, consider this: This download lesson package contains 3 eBooks, 36 tracks and 3 video lessons specially designed for beginners. This will prepare you for jam sessions! See all it contains by clicking on this link. It includes my mandolin instruction
course, the mandolin manual, and the eBook survival session jam. You have to at least check it out. It will save you countless hours of jumping from one YouTube video to another without a real shot. Back to the chord chart index page. bradleylaird.com Contact Me Beginner Mandolin Chords is a free video lesson by Brad Laird that will show you some
beginner basic chords. You'll learn close-up versions of the G, C, D and F chords. After practicing the passage between these chords, Brad will teach you how to play She'll Be Coming Round the Mountain. Below you will find the chord boards for this lesson as well as the lyrics and chord progression for the song in two different keys. Here's the progress of
the agreements for Comin' Round the First, in the key of C, then in the key of G. By Wayne Erbsen Compared to the guitar, mandolin chords are easy. In fact, most mandolin chords use only two fingers or sometimes only one. In the mandolin chord diagrams below, each horizontal line represents a pair of mandolin strings. The E-string is the one closest to
the ground, ground, you hold your mandolin in the playing position, and the G-string is closest to the ceiling. The numbers represent the fret. Be sure to place your fingers between, not on, the fret. The letter to the left of each chord diagram tells you the name of this agreement. The letters on the strings tell you the name of the note where you put your fingers.
Each chord diagram also tells you which fingers to use. An X means you don't play this string. When you make a chord, it is essential that you go to agreement with the two fingers landing on the ropes at exactly the same time. In the G key, for example, you'll normally need these three chords: G, C, D. In the key of D, you will need D, G and A. And in C's
key, you'll need C, F and G. To learn more about this, check out my easy Two Chord Mandolin Songs article. Wayne Erbsen has been teaching banjo, violin, guitar and mandolin since dinosaurs roamed the earth (actually, about 50 years old). Originally from California, he has now made a home in Asheville, North Carolina. He has written 30 books of songs
and instruction books for banjo, violin, guitar and mandolin. Major mandolin chords and easy two-fingered minor chords This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Find out how your comment data is processed. What more do you want? Easy chords that sound great. Each requires only two fingers and you get to play the open strings as well. These are useful
for a wide variety of music and are a great resource if you just learn to play. Don't let these 13th scare you - they make great substitutes for the 7th chords. I wouldn't dream of doing a concert without these little practical chords. If you want to explore mandolin chords further, suggest the Mel Bay Deluxe Encyclopedia of Mandolin Chords, a book we
contributed to several years ago and which remains a bestseller in the mandolin community. PDF version Thanks to two contributors who have seen these chords and shared their own: Kansas City mandolin whiz Kathleen Fitzgerald, and Daniel Forchelet who lives and plays mandolin in Neuchatel, Switzerland. Switzerland.
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